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Our Story

Our Vision: Making beautiful reusables the new normal.

We met whilst studying Physics at Oxford and after both starting out with careers in finance 
wanted to work together to create something of value.

Our light bulb moment came standing in remote British Columbia, Canada, when we 
realised we wanted to do something different with our lives. 

WWe did some soul searching, a little travelling, and looked for our inspiration. Travelling 
brought the idea of thermally insulated bottles to mind, and never really left us (seriously, we 
were dreaming about water bottles!). Like anyone who saw the Blue Planet 2 series, we had 
been affected by the awful effect single use plastic was having on the world around us. We 
love escaping to nature and want to keep it that way: Natural!

So, a business in reusables naturally aligned with our outlook.

WWe wanted to create high-quality products that were uniquely designed by us. Products that 
would be durable, hard-working and prevent mountains of single-use plastic from coming to 
being. 

Being image conscious urbanites, we also wanted to cBeing image conscious urbanites, we also wanted to create something beautiful. A bottle or 
tumbler that we would proudly sit on any table in town. We wanted to create something 
stylish enough for daily city use that would perform when taken on an adventure. Something 
that could come with us on any of our travels and make our day better. Our vision of making 
beautiful reusables the new normal was born, and so we put all of our time, energy, heart 
and soul into our new focus: Ohelo.
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Meet Ohelo
Our Mission

Single use plastics are quickly becoming public enemy #1. More than 8 million tonnes of 
plastic leaks into the ocean each year – equal to dumping a garbage truck of plastic every 
minute. Plastic bottles make up 1/3 of all plastic pollution in the sea.

Our vision is to make beauOur vision is to make beautiful reusables the new normal. Our 100% leakproof insulated 
water bottles and travel tumblers are designed in the UK for busy people on the go. We 
make high quality products that are that are tougher, safer and prettier than others on the 
market.

Ohelo Cares

WWe spent 18 months in design and development, travelled across China to select 
responsible manufacturers and chose the best materials to make products that are stylish 
and sustainable. Our products BPA, BPS and BPF free and made with lead free solder.
5% of profits go to charitable organisations, making our products not only pretty but socially 
responsible.

Our packaging contains no single use plasOur packaging contains no single use plastic and is made of recycled paper which can be 
recycled again. Our distribution centre is powered by 100% renewable energy and has an 
onsite solar farm. Our stainless steel bottles should last for years and once they have 
reached the end of their life, the steel is easily recycled. 

Our Founders

Katy is an Oxford Physics graduate (geek!) who has been through both a finance career in 
the city and dancing before hitting this journey into reusable water bottles.

Alex is an OxfoAlex is an Oxford Physics graduate (oh no, another geek!) who spent the 1st part of his 
career in finance. Alex loves wildlife - he nearly became a vet but understanding the laws of 
physics just won over.


